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In August 2019, the Department of Homeland Security published a final rule on the “public charge”

ground of inadmissibility for immigrants whose application for a green card is processed in the
United States. The rule applies a similar test to people seeking to extend or change their
temporary status (such as student or employment visas) in the United States. Although
scheduled to go into effect on October 15, the rule has been blocked temporarily by several
federal courts.
If the new public charge rule goes into effect, it will make it much more difficult for low- and
moderate-income families to make their lives in the United States if they are considered likely
to use public benefits such as nutrition, housing and health care programs for which they may
legally qualify. The Trump Administration’s version of the rule takes such a drastic view of
what constitutes a benefit that if it were applied to the U.S.-born population—Americans who
are not immigrants—roughly half might not be deemed acceptable to stay in the United States. 1
In addition to excluding people from being able to
stay in the United States, The Commonwealth
Institute and the Fiscal Policy Institute predict that
the rule will have a widespread chilling effect, with
millions of immigrants who are eligible for support
unnecessarily deterred from seeking critical services
for themselves or their children. These programs
help working families get through hard times,

355,000 people in Virginia
will experience a chilling
effect, with negative
impacts rippling through
the economy.

maintain their health and raise children who thrive.
Five courts found that plaintiffs are likely to
succeed in arguing that the DHS rule is unlawful.
The federal government is appealing these decisions and is seeking to lift the injunctions. But
for now, and while these cases proceed, the rule is not being implemented. The longstanding
public charge policy clarified in the 1999 Field Guidance remains in place.
Updating an analysis the Fiscal Policy Institute first published in 2018, we estimate that if the
rule goes into effect, 355,000 people in Virginia would experience a chilling effect from the
public charge rule—anxiety and confusion about whether applying for public benefits will affect
their immigration status or that of their family members. This “chilled” population includes
everyone in a family with an immigrant who is not a naturalized citizen, and who is currently
receiving one of the public benefits named in the rule. Among the people in the chilled
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population are 151,000 children under 18 years old, the large majority of whom (127,000) are

U.S. citizens by birth. State-level analysis of the chilling effect is available in the table below for

all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

Not everyone who is concerned about public charge will avoid enrolling in programs for which
they qualify. Based on research available at the time, our central estimate in the 2018 report
projected a 25 percent dropoff in enrollment, based on past experience.2 An important survey
conducted since that time has reinforced the appropriateness of that estimate. Even before the
rule went into effect, the survey found, among immigrant families, 21 percent of adults in lowincome families—the ones who would likely meet income eligibility requirements for most of
these programs—reported that someone in their family avoided benefits. 3 Advocates and service
providers will assuredly work closely with immigrants and their families to help them
understand whether they are likely to face a public charge designation and which benefits may
be considered. The projected dropoff rate takes this into account, since the past experience was
also at a time when advocates and service

This new public charge rule
“is repugnant to the American
Dream of the opportunity for
prosperity and success
through hard work and
upward mobility.”

providers worked to clarify the rules.
Looking only at health and nutrition supports,
the two largest benefits named, this 25 percent
drop in enrollment for the chilled population
translates into $96 million in lost federal
benefits across Virginia. The loss of federal
benefits in turn will create negative local
economic ripple effects. Businesses such as

—U.S. District Court Judge
George B. Daniels

grocery stores and supermarkets will lose
income due to the decrease in SNAP recipients.
Hospitals, doctors and nurses will lose income
with a reduction in Medicaid and CHIP. Many
other businesses will lose revenue, as
immigrant families that struggle to make up
for the lost health care and nutrition benefits

shift their spending priorities. This reduction in spending and income will result in lower
investment and related job loss. The predicted loss to GDP is as much as $183 million, with a
related loss of 1,243 jobs lost, and $8 million in lost state tax revenue.
The human and economic impacts are large even if we use more conservative estimates about
the chilling effect. It is possible, for example, that children’s use of Medicaid will decline less
than that of adults, since the final rule clarifies that Medicaid use for children is not to be
considered in public charge determinations.
In the more conservative estimate we assume that parents will recognize that CHIP and
Medicaid for children are excluded from the public charge rule, and that there will be no drop in
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enrollment for children. Further, we assume that the dropoff rate for SNAP and for adults in
Medicaid is 15 percent rather than 25 percent.
Even with these considerably more conservative assumptions, however, the human and
economic impact remains very large. The projected loss in federal benefits is $35 million spread
through the state. The projected decline in GDP due to economic ripple effects is as much as $61
million, and the projected job loss is 414 jobs.
Judge George B. Daniels of the United States District Court of the Southern District of New
York, was palpably offended by the new public charge rule. In the preliminary injunction that
temporarily halts the rule from going into effect, Judge Daniels writes that members of the
Trump Administration “do not articulate why they are changing the public charge definition,
why this new definition is needed now, or why the definition set forth in the rule—which has
absolutely no support in the history of U.S. immigration law—is reasonable. The rule is simply
a new agency policy of exclusion in search of a justification.” The rule, Judge Daniels says
further, “will punish individuals for their receipt of benefits provided by our government, and
discourages them from lawfully receiving available assistance intended to aid them in becoming
contributing members of our society.” And, he says, this new public charge rule “is repugnant to
the American Dream of the opportunity for prosperity and success through hard work and
upward mobility.” 4
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David Dyssegaard Kallick is deputy director of the Fiscal Policy Institute and director of FPI’s
Immigration Research Initiative. Cyierra Roldan is a policy analyst for the Fiscal Policy
Institute. Laura Goren is the Research Director of The Commonwealth Institute for Fiscal
Analysis, located in Richmond, Virginia.
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Who Will Experience a Chilling Effect?

Immigrants and Others with at Least One Non-Citizen in the Family Who Have
Received a Benefit Named in the Public Charge Rule

FIG. 1 Analysis prepared by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities for the Fiscal Policy Institute. States marked with an asterisk use data
from 2013 to 2015. All other states use data from 2011 to 2015 to get a larger sample size. The United States as a whole is calculated using
single-year data from 2015. The following states do not have a large enough sample to include in this table: Alaska, Maine, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Totals may not sum due to
independent rounding. For more details on the analysis, see the accompanying document “Methodology for Public Charge Estimates,” also
available at www.fiscalpolicy.org/publicchargemethodology. Not all who experience the chilling effect will avoid enrollment in programs
for which they qualify. For projected reductions in benefits, see figure 2.
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Impact of Public Charge Rule Chilling Effect on State Economies
Central Estimate and a More Conservative Scenario

FIG. 2 Estimates for direct impact were provided to the Fiscal Policy Institute by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities and for
economic impacts by the Economic Policy Institute. Modeling of impacts conducted by FPI. For details on the analysis, see the
accompanying document “Methodology for Public Charge Estimates,” also available at www.fiscalpolicy.org/publicchargemethodology.
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